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The Sliding Snow of Tachab Kangri

YOU have to have a good reason for visiting the far north-west of Tibet
it's a long way, the roads are appalling and you never know what you

are going to find when you get there. On the other hand, perhaps these are
reasons enough.

Seven thousand metre peaks are rare on the Tibetan plateau, compared
with the Himalaya to its south. There are none in the eastern Nyenchen
Tanglha and only two in the western part of the range - Nyenchen Tanglha
(7l62m) and Jomo Kangri (7048m). A third, Loinbo Kangri (7095m), lies
further west in the Gangdise Shan. Other candidates have come and gone
as maps have changed over the years. Intriguing then, that in 2004 another
seventhousander appeared.

Between the northern and southern highways that traverse west Tibet is
a vast tract of country patterned by a seemingly endless array of inland
lakes. There are high mountain ranges here, though many seem almost
lost, both on the map and on the ground, in the vastness of the landscape.
A number of these ranges run north-south, though there is little overall
pattern. The most westerly is the Lungkar Shan, the first section of which
runs south from the Gertse area to the Rinchen Shubtso lake. While the
Lungkar Shan proper then bends south-east in a series of lesser peaks, the
line of high mountains is continued south of the lake towards the Southern
Highway in the form of the Surla range, a total of 180 km. The highest
peak on most maps, given as 6860m and lying towards the southern end of
the northern part of the range, is named in the literature as Kuhanbokang
and on Russian maps as Jang. Kading Kangri (6730m) lies towards the
northern end of the Surla range. No climbers appeared to have attempted
any of these mountains or taken any pictures.

This was how things looked until two new maps of Tibet appeared in
2004. They showed an unnamed peak of 7216m at the northern end of the
northern half of the chain, near the village of Marme. Older maps showed
a peak of 6704m at this point. I was naturally keen to find out if this new
7000m peak existed and to get there before anyone else. Satellite photos
and Google Earth revealed a relatively gentle massif with apparently
straightforward glaciers on its various flanks. I showed these photos to
Kevin Clarke, a fellow university administrator working as Secretary at
Stirling University, and he in turn tempted Richard Sant and Mike Dawber,
from Strathpeffer and Aberdeen respectively. Richard and Mike were 20
years younger and had climbed considerably harder than Kevin or I, so I
pinned our hopes of avoiding humiliation on the levelling effects of altitude.
The early start of Scottish universities meant that we would have to go in
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Map showing the position of Tachab Kangri (6704m). The larger map on
page 87 provides more detail. (John Town)

August but I hoped that the area was so far north and west of the Himalaya
that the monsoon would have little effect.

We left the UK. on 28 July 2007, meeting up in Nepal with Richard, who
had gone out earlier to deal with the lengthy and expensive business of
extracting our freight from the Kathmandu customs shed. Mig Ma, our
Tibetan agent, had arranged numerous trips for me in the past. He met us
in Kathmandu and accompanied us on the drive to Kodari on the Tibetan
border, across which our two Land Cruisers and lorry were waiting, together
with Pasang and Kusang, our liaison officer and cook.

In normal times, a night at Zhangmu would have followed, but, in a
fervour of pre-Olympic investment, the initial section of the Friendship
Highway was being upgraded by an army of Chinese and Tibetans. Uphill
travel was only permitted after 8pm, so it would pay to head for Nyalam
that night rather than wasting a day. Never ones to miss a trick, our
companions had discovered that it was possible, for a consideration, to get
an early start, so by Sam we were part of a select echelon forging the wrong
way up 30km of one-way street. Our luck held and we were in Nyalam in
time for dinner.

Entering Tibet by the Friendship Highway is an acclimatisation night
mare, it being possible to gain 2800m in less than five hours, reaching SlS3m
at the Thong La. We duly spent two nights acclimatising in Nyalam
(3762m), most of which I spent in the toilet block with a stomach bug
while the others drank beer. On 2 August we set off over the Thong La and
Lalung La before turning off the main highway and heading west across
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the high plains south of the Shishapangma range. These provided spectac
ular views of Shishapangma and the lesser-known peaks that run north-west
from it. After passing south of the aquamarine expanse of the Pelkbu Tso,
we turned north towards the valley of the Yarlung Tsangpo and the garri
son town of Saga, with its military checkpoint. There were spectacular
views of Jomo Uchong (6236m) that lies to its north. I had been told that
this peak was attempted in 2004 by a bi-national team including Tibetan
climbers but I have not been able to find any record of an ascent. In the
north-west could be seen a fIngernail outline of Kangchung Kangri (6003m)
and in the north-east the snowy pyramid of Gainbu Ri (5997m).

Saga has restaurants and hotels to cater to the military, Indian Kailash
pilgrims and the small number of western tourists for whom this is a key
waypoint, but its attractions are easily exhausted on a fIrst visit. In any
case, these were not on offer and we were consigned to the Post Office
Guest House, which boasts a collection of disused satellite dishes and an
elevated communal toilet whose horrors are beyond description.

The next day we drove east for OOkm before branching north onto the
S206 which links Tibet's Northern and Southern Highways, running north
south for 400km via the county town of Tsochen, also known as Mendong.
We made good time but I was becoming increasingly frustrated by our
driver, a third Pasang, whose youth, inexperience and macho driving style
worried me. You cannot win travelling by Land Cruiser in West Tibet - if
you have the windows open even a few inches, you and your gear are covered
in dust. If you keep them closed it is hot and abominably stuffy. Normally
it is possible to attain some form of compromise, but on this occasion young
Pasang, who had a master switch for the windows and was inordinately
proud of his upholstery, won the battle hands down. Just outside Tsochen,
we fInally got out of the car at a police checkpoint. Mike, who is 6ft 4in and
had been squashed into one corner of the vehicle for hours, took a hesitant
step, turned and collapsed in a dead faint. He recovered quickly but we
spent an extra day in Tsochen as a precaution.

Tsochen is the most heavily policed town I have seen in Tibet and they
sent a message saying we were not allowed to visit the local monastery.
This kind of thing is unusual in Tibet these days, though the number of
monks at a given monastery still remains under state control. I thought of
making a fuss, pointing out that this was exactly what gave the regime and
the local authorities a bad name, but didn't want to delay the expedition.
Shame on me; shame on them.

The next day was a long one. The road rises gradually to a low pass
leading over to the basin of the Dawa Tso, then climbs again over the
southern part of the Shakangsham range to Yak Skull Pass (Nor Chung
La) and on along the eastern side of these impressive mountains. Some
way north of the range the road joins the Northern Highway by the large
salt-pans of the Dong Tso and we turned west. By late afternoon we had
arrived at Gertse, the biggest town on the Northern Highway, with its
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The Lungkar Range and Tachab Kangri. (John Town)
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restaurants and guesthouses. After a great meal of roast lamb and noodles
at one of the Muslim eating-houses, the decision was made to continue,
though this was easier said than done. We wanted to get to Marme, which
is reached by a minor road that finds its way along and through the hills to
the south of the Gertse plain. None of our Tibetans had been that way
before and few of the locals seemed to be able to identify the right way out
of town. After a time-consuming false start we got on our way, but distances
and surroundings did not fit with the map. The road was being rebuilt and
re-routed, said the locals we met at the first pass, but they confirmed that it
did get to Marme eventually. We were in unknown territory for the first
time and somewhere on this road should provide our first view of the
mountain. We continued for hour after hour, with little idea of exactly
where we were, until we crested a high pass. In the half-light the mountains
were laid out before us, looking much as we had been led to believe by
maps and Google Earth. I don't know how the others felt, but I was a little
disappointed that there was no savage spire to put fear into our hearts, just
rounded curves of glacier and shattered rock leading to a serene dome of
snow. Tibetans often name their mountains after deities and, if so, it was
surely a benevolent god that looked down upon us.

The road ran swiftly down an enclosed valley leading eventually through
a short gorge and on to the wide plain leading to Marme and the Tsa Tso.
We made a hasty camp in the valley and talked with Dawa at the picnic
table late into the evening. Above and below us great squalls of hail traversed
the valley, while thunder and lightning crashed on the surrounding ridges.

Next day there was much poring over GPS and satellite photos to get us
to the right spot for base camp. This was high above the Marme plain, at
about 5000m, at the start of a deep narrow valley leading directly towards
the glacier basin below the main peak. We never did get to see Marme
village, though we can confirm it has a doctor, a lama and a mobile phone
mast (Vodafone only). A side road took us away to the south and provided
a bridge over the major river. Shortly after that we set off cross-country
over boulder-strewn plains and shallow gulches, with the lorry leading the
way. As we gradually climbed towards our objective, distant white dots
resolved themselves into tents and more came into sight down beside the
river. As we ground to a halt and said our hellos, family after family bestirred
themselves - a new and welcome diversion from the routine of camp life
was in prospect. They probably thought the same about us.

Communications are always a little hesitant to start with, since the nomads
here speak a version of Tibetan as strange to our Lhasan companions as
medieval English is to us. The mountain was called Tachab Kangri, the
river the Tachab Kang Chu and our route of approach the Tachab valley.
No prizes for guessing what we called the glacier.

We explored the lower part of the Tachab valley the first day, then made
a more significant reconnaissance by climbing the ridge system to the north
of the valley direct from base camp. Black clouds and thunder rolled over



59. North-east face of Tachab Kangri, approaching camp 1. (Mike Dawber)

60. Tachab Kangri from advanced base camp. (Mike Dawber)
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the higher peaks throughout the day and we were poorly acclimatised, but
we struggled Skm to reach a fine viewpoint at about S700m where the glacier
and the whole of Tachab Kangri's north-east face was laid out before us.
The mountain did not look to rise as high as 7000m, but fitted with the
original figure of 6704m. We would have to decide which of the two cols
either side of the main peak gave the best access. Both were approached by
straightforward snow slopes. Mike favoured the south-east col and I favoured
the north-west, which, though steeper and longer, gave more scope for
avoiding avalanches.

Well satisfied with our day, we made plans for moving to advanced base
camp, about 8km up the valley below the glacier snout at S670m. Next day
was spent packing and there was a further day's delay as a storm pinned
everybody in the tents. The thundery weather was a surprise and the light
ning displays at night had monsoon written all over them, even though we
were 2S0km north of the Himalaya. On our return we found that India had
suffered particularly severe monsoon weather at this time. It was clear that
a significant amount of snow had fallen on the mountain over the last few
days, although below S700m it melted away as quickly as it had fallen.

On 11 August the storms abated and yaks carried our equipment to
advanced base. The next day the weather closed in again and we had to
stay in the tents, but the day after that we were able to establish Camp 1 up
on the glacier at just over 6000m. On the 14th we occupied the camp and,
feeling the results of our efforts in the calf-deep snow, took the next day off
in preparation for the final push. There was no great build-up of snow on
the glacier and I felt happier about heading for the south-east col, where
we intended putting a last camp. Strong winds battered the tents at night
but it dawned clear on the 16th and we got away at about 9am. We had
been going about 20 minutes, descending slightly at first and then traversing
towards the foot of the slopes leading to the col, when there was a loud
crack. A huge section of the steeper slopes above us and to the left, perhaps
lOOm high by lSOm wide, detached as a body from the ice beneath it and
slid steadily towards us. I was the only one to run, if that's the right word,
but I didn't get far. The slide came gracefully to a halt about lOOm away,
momentum lost in the tumbled mass of its own bow-wave. There was a
long silence as we stood and looked, before starting to discuss alternatives
to our present route.

Right
61. Lungkar Shan (right) looking south from space. Tsa Tso at lower right.

(By courtesy of Image Science &Analysis Laboratory, NASA Johnson Space

Center)

62. Route on Tachab Kangri. (By courtesy ofImage Science & Analysis Laboratory,

NASA Johnson Space Center)
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The alternative involved the rocky flanks of the ridge bounding the far
side of the north-west col and it took about an hour to climb up and across
the basin towards it. I led this section and in places there was an air gap
between the frozen surface layer and the ice beneath, leading to sharp cracks
as sections collapsed under my feet. Kevin, who was second on the rope,
had been making appreciative noises, but on level ground it was harmless
enough. After one particularly loud crack he produced another gasp and I
turned to ask him to keep the noise down. The look on his face caused me
to turn again, in time to see the whole of the 300m slope above us beginning
its inexorable slide in our direction. This time we had kept a respectable
distance from the slope and were separated from it by a dip in the glacier.
The scale, though, was awesome: the entire slope leading to the col had
gone, perhaps 300m across and an estimated 20,000 tons of snow. The
break line at the upper margin scythed across the slope in an overhang of
up to 2m. Once again the slide had been self-limiting, the lower margin a
jumbled chaos of massive blocks.

For me, that was enough, but the ~eer scale of the thing was hard to take
in. We talked of possible ways through or round and Richard and Mike
cached some gear for a possible return the next day. We slogged back down
to the camp from our 6300m high point and, as things sunk in, further
plans were quietly abandoned. The yaks arrived at ABC on the 19th, as
agreed, leading their owners up hill and down dale on the descent and
trashing rucksacks and barrels indiscriminately as they cavorted. Finally
freed of their broken burdens, they sat and watched us. We could match
their exhaustion, if not their look of smug satisfaction. At least we had
lived to fight another day.

Summary: An attempt on Tachab Kangri (6704m) at the northern end of
the Lungkar Shan in central Tibet by Kevin Clarke, Mike Dawber, Richard
Sant and John Town, 28 July to 26 August 2007.
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